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Abstract 

The study investigates the phonological processes attested in deriving the imperative 
verbs in Jordanian Arabic dialect, particularly, Bani Hassan dialect (BHD). It excludes its 
scope to tackle the imperative derivation of tri-consonantal Hollow verbs in BHD. Three 
levels of analysis are conducted. First, the root of the verbs is identified to specify the 
radicals and stem vowels. Second, the imperfective and imperative conjugations in 
standard Arabic are derived and discussed for the purpose of analysis. Third, the 
imperative form of these verbs in BHD is presented to analyze the phonological 
processes that are applied.  All the phonological rules are set in organized pattern by non-
linear- autosegmental representation. The study shows that the imperative form is derived 
from the imperfective form in standard Arabic via several rules like glide deletion, vowel 
assimilation, and vowel shortening.  The results reveal that short vowel in the imperative 
stem of hollow verbs in standard Arabic is lengthening in BHD. Additionally, 
velarization is applied to change /q/ in imperative verbs in standard Arabic to /g/ in BHD. 
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 1.  Introduction 
Arabic language is considered a highly derivational language in which it shows huge 
diversities of verbs conjugation. From phonological perspective, pronunciation of Arabic 
does not rely only on the spelling characters or orthography, but also on diacritic marks 
put above and below these spelling characters. This facet causes difficulties to deal with 
the deep structure of Arabic phonology. Another point which is considered a problematic 
issue in Arabic is the matter of dialects. There are various colloquial Arabic varieties 
used all over the world. This means that a word might have more than one way of 
pronunciation. Hence, it is hard to postulate a specific set of phonological rules which 
could be compatible with all varieties and provide adequate representation of the 
underlying form.  

To narrow down the area of this research which is oriented to the phonology of 
Arabic, the current paper is specified to tackle Jordanian Arabic dialect, particularly Bani 
Hasan dialect (BHD), to account for the phonological processes that are applied in 
deriving or forming the imperative of tri-consonantal Hollow verbs. Hollow verbs are 
those which have a glide (y,w) as a middle consonant. The conjugation of Arabic verbs 
come into two forms; perfective and imperfective. These two conjugations are derived 
from the stem via morphological processes. Perfective conjugation is derived by using a 
set of person marker suffixes whereas imperfect tense is derived by using a set of person 
marker prefixes. To capture the accurate phonological analysis of any conjugation of 
Arabic verbs, we need to get the root and the stem of these verbs. The root might consist 
of two, three, or four consonants (radical) that are shared in all derivational forms. The 
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root along with infixed vowel is called stem. After that, we have to determine the 
morphological additions. Finally, we can analyze the phonological processes that make 
alternation in the stem. 

 
2. Literature review 

Many studies have tackled the phonology of Arabic to figure out the phonological 
processes applied in deriving imperative, perfective, and imperfective forms in various 
Arabic dialects. The previous literature showed various arguments in determining the 
underlying form of Arabic verbs. In his dissertation, Brame (1970) considered the 
imperfect stem as the underlying basic form from which other forms are derived. Brame 
also shed the light on the strong relationship between the underlying representations of 
imperfective and imperative Arabic verb forms. Mahadin (1982) confirmed that it is more 
efficient to consider the imperfect stem as the basic form. Mahadin added that the 
underlying vowel in imperfect stem is determined lexically while the vowel in perfect 
stem is predictable from the stem vowel of imperfect. 

Additionally, Bin Jinni (1954) considered the imperfective form as the basic form 
in which the imperative form is derived from. He illustrated that the imperative is formed 
by removing the person prefix of the imperfective form and adding the glottal stop/?/.  

Mahadin (1996) conducted a study on the phonemic representations of the long 
vowels in Arabic. He confirms that Arabic long vowels are derived from short vowels 
along with a glide. He also added that the long vowels come as a result of glide deletion 
and vowel lengthening. The present study will show hard evidence supporting Mahadin’s 
argument. Thus, long vowels should not be presented in the underlying representation 
since they are a result of several phonological processes applied on the phonemic 
underlying representation. 

Benmamoun (1996) confirmed that the indicative mood of imperfective form is 
the basic form of the imperative. He considered the indicative mood not the subjunctive 
one as the basic form of the imperative because the glide is not retained in the indicative 
and imperative whereas it is retained in subjunctive mood. To pave the road for the 
following analysis, I will adopt the imperfect stem as the basic one and support this 
adoption with logical and empirical analysis 
 
3. Methodology 

The data of this study are collected from Jordanian colloquial Arabic, particularly, 
from Bani Hasan Dialect. The collected imperative verbs are of one type; tri-consonantal 
hollow Arabic verbs. Three levels of analysis are conducted. First, the root of the verbs is 
identified to specify the radicals and stem vowels. Second, the imperfective and 
imperative conjugations in standard Arabic are derived and discussed for the purpose of 
analysis. Thirdly, the imperative form of these verbs in BHD is presented to analyze the 
phonological processes that are applied.  Finally all the phonological rules are set in 
organized pattern by non-linear- autosegmental representation. 
 
4. Results and discussion 
In this section, the discussion will be fulfilled under three sections. First, the root for 
these verbs is determined a long with the stem. This kind of verbs is identified by the 
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second weak consonant (glide) in the root. The surface representation of hollow verbs 
shows them as bi-consonantal but the underlying representation represents them as tri-
consonantal verbs. Second, the imperfective conjugation is discussed. Third, the 
imperative derivation is investigated in both standard Arabic and BHD. 
 I choose eight tri-consonantal verbs from BHD to be examined. They are considered a 
representative sample for all Arabic hollow verbs.  Let's first have a look at the 
imperative derivation of these verbs in both SA and BHD. 
Stem                        imperative in SA                 imperative in BHD         English 
meaning 
/qawum/                      qum                                       gūm                                  " stand" 
/nawam/                      nam                                        nām                                   "sleep" 
/bayi؟/                         bi؟                                          bī؟                                       "sell" 
/mawut/                      mut                                           mūt                                      "die" 
 "īš                                        "live؟                                               iš؟                       /ayiš؟/
/qawul/                       qul                                            gūl                                       "say" 
/ṣayiḥ/                         ṣiḥ                                             ṣīḥ                                       "cry" 
/tawub/                        tub                                          tūb                                      "repent 
 

The above diagram shows that some phonological alternations take place to the 
stem when the imperative forms in standard Arabic are conjugated. If we take the first 
word  /qawum/ as instance, we see that it has the underlying pattern cvcvc. whereas, the 
imperative conjugation in SA has the pattern of cvc.  The stem vowels along with 
glide/w/ become short vowel/u/.This is not the case of this word but all the data show a 
change in the same manner. The phonological alternation represents that the sequence of 
vowels along with glide /VGV/ is changed into three fashions; where /awa/ becomes /u/ ,  
/ayi/ becomes  /i/, and /awa/ becomes /a/. These alternation are represented in bold as the 
following: 
 /qawum/                        /qum/   "stand"         awu u 
/nawam/                        /nam/    "sleep"          awa a 
/ṣayiḥ/                            /ṣiḥ/     "cry"                ayi  i 
/bayi؟/                           / bi؟/        "sell" 
Simply, we can predict two phonological processes; glide deletion and vowel change. In 
order to account for the phonological processes of the imperative form in SA and BHD , 
we have to determine the base stem of hollow Arabic verbs along with the pattern of 
imperative derivation in standard Arabic as well as the imperfective conjugation.   

I claim that imperative conjugation is derived from imperfective form. So we 
have to study the phonological processes for deriving the imperfective form then see how 
the imperative is derived. I argue that the imperfective conjugation is the basic one 
because it could account for the phonological alternation for most  conjugational forms. 
For example, the stem vowel of imperfective form is found in  imperative, past participle, 
present participle, and verbal noun conjugations. This means that adopting the 
imperfective form as a basic one would simplify the explanation for other forms. The 
previous argument could support what Mahadin (1982) states in his PhD dissertation. He 
claims that the imperfective form is the basic form from which other forms are derived.  
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Now, let's study the following table that represents the imperfective and imperative 
derivations of hollow Arabic verbs. 
Stem                   imperfective F in SA                  imperative SA 
/ qawum /                      ya qūm                               qum                                    " stand" 
/ nawam /                      ya nām                             nam                                       "sleep" 
/bayi؟/                            ya bī؟                                   bi؟                                         "sell" 
/mawut/                         ya mūt                                mut                                          "die" 
 "iš                                           "live؟                                 īš؟ ayiš/                             ya؟/
/qawal/                          ya qūl                                 qul                                           "say" 
/ṣayiḥ/                            ya ṣīḥ                                  ṣiḥ                                           "cry" 
/tawub/                          ya tūb                                  tub                                     "repent" 
 
 
The data show that the template of the root of tri-consonantal hollow verb is CVCVC.  
For example, the root consonants of the verb /qawum/ are /qwm/. The data also show that 
all verbs have a glide as a second root consonant. On other hand, the glide is no longer 
existed in the imperfective form, it is deleted.  

Let’s take the stem along with the prefix that is used for third person masculine 
pronoun the verbs after glide deletion: ya-qaum/, /ya-ṣaiḥ/ and  / ya-naam/. The 
imperfective conjugation pattern along with the prefix of these verbs is CV-CVVC. It is 
quite clear that there are glide deletion, vowel change, and vowel lengthening. To explain 
these phonological processes, we have to take into consideration rule orders since the 
application of one rule in incorrect order would lead to wrong results and explanations. In 
other words, rule 1 creates the environment of rule 2…….etc. 
The first rule which can be postulated here is glide deletion. It is a well-known 
phonological rule among phonologists.  Brame (1982) assumes that the glides /w/ and /y/ 
are volatile to many phonological processes because of their inherent instability in 
Arabic. They are considered problematic for foreign speakers. Glides are deleted when 
they occur between two vowels. Therefore, the underlying form of /nawam/ becomes 
/naam/ , /qawum/ becomes /qaum/ ,and /ṣayiḥ/ becomes /ṣaiḥ/ after glide deletion. This is 
the first phonological rule that can be set here. Till now, we are discussing the first 
process of imperfective conjugation which leads to the accurate phonological explanation 
for imperative derivation. 
 
First rule. Glide deletion  
                                      Stem                                       imperfective 
Skeletal tier:            C    V      C    V     C                      C  V__  C    V  C  V   C 
 
 
Segmental tier:         q     a       w     u   m                        y   a  __ q   a        u     m    # 
 
 
 
Till now we don’t get plausible clarification of the surface representation of the 
imperfective form of hollow Arabic verbs. The problem here is with vowels. How are the 
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sequence of the stem vowels /au/,/ai/, and /aa/ represented on the surface level as long 
vowels; /ū/,/i/,and /ā/. 

Robert (1998) talks about glide deletion and vowel harmony. He claims that when 
a glide occurs between two vowels, the glide is deleted and the vowel becomes long. 
Brame also states that in his PhD dissertation. Harry and Nancy (1999) in their book " the 
syllable view and facts" state that the deletion of glide must come before vowel harmony. 
This confirms what we have postulated previously for rule ordering. It seems from what 
some linguists have said that two phonological processes are yield when glide comes 
between two vowels in the stem. Harry and Nancy also assume that when glide deletion 
takes place, there is a compensatory lengthening of the vowel. 

We can now postulate the second rule for the sequence the neighboring vowels in 
the stem. It is vowel assimilation and vowel lengthening. There are two ways for 
representing vowels assimilation; first, if there are two identical vowels after glide 
deletion, the two vowels becomes long vowel. For example, /aa/ becomes long vowel /ā/. 
Second, in the case where the two neighboring vowels are non-identical, like the 
sequences vowels /au/ and /ai/ which become long /u/ and / ī /, the regressive assimilation 
is applied. Regressive assimilation means that the segment spreads some or all of its 
features to the preceding segment. The vowel /a/ assimilates with /u/ and becomes long 
/ū/ as well as /a/ assimilates with /i/, hence the sequence becomes long /ī /. Let's now 
produce the phonological rule that show both vowel assimilation and vowel lengthening. 
Firstly, vowel assimilation rule is introduced then vowel lengthening. 

 
Rule 2. Vowel assimilation. 
1-/au/ ……………../uu/. 
                                Stem                                          imperfective 
Skeletal tier:             C    V      V     C                       C  V --   C  V  V   C    # 
                                     = 
Segmental tier:        q     a       u     m                          y  a  --   q   u  u     m     
 
 
Rule 2. Vowels assimilation. 
2-/ai/ ……………../ii/. 
 
                               Stem                                        imperfective 
Skeletal tier:            C    V      V     C                        C   V__  C  V   V   C   # 
                                     = 
Segmental tier:         ṣ    a        i     ḥ                          y   a  __   ṣ   i   i    ḥ     
 

 
As we see from the above rule, the vowel /i/ spreads some of its features to the 

preceding segment. This makes the two contiguous vowels share the same features as 
identical vowels. Brame (1982) talks about vowel assimilation which discusses the 
perfective conjugation of tri-consonantal Arabic verbs. In fact my postulation partially 
contrasts what Brame has proposed in his dissertation. He assumes the opposite kind of 
assimilation in which the right-most vowel assimilates to the left-most one (progressive 
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assimilation), he calls it i- assimilation. I confirm that it is regressive assimilation in 
which the left-most vowel assimilates to the following segment. The evidence for 
supporting my argument could be obtained from the following: 

If we adopt the progressive assimilation of the contiguous vowels in the stem of 
hollow Arabic verbs, then how could we account for the derivation of imperfective and 
imperative forms? For instance, the progressive assimilation will introduce the following 
vowels; 
/au/……………/aa/ 
/ai/……………/aa/ 
/ai/…………/aa/ 
This result leads to a complicated explanation for deriving both imperfective and 
imperative form in spite of its compatibility with perfective one. On other hand, if we 
consider the assimilation of stem vowels in hollow Arabic verb is regressive assimilation, 
then we can identify the phonological processes of imperfective , imperative derivation, 
and most of other conjugations. 

Let's now trace and complete the phonological rules that represent the underlying 
derivation of imperfective form. The data show that after the contiguous vowels get 
assimilated, they look as identical short vowels. When two identical vowels are followed 
by a consonant in final position, they become long vowel. This is normal facet in Arabic 
phonology even in initial syllable. The following rule represents this process. 
Rule 3. Vowels lengthening. 
                                   Stem                                    imperfective 
Skeletal tier:             C    V      V     C                       C   V _ C    V  V   C 
 
Segmental tier:        q     u       u     m                         y  a _  q        ū   m  # 
 
 
 
Skeletal tier:        C    V      V     C                             C  V - C  V  V   C 
 
Segmental tier:   ṣ      i         i       ḥ                              y   a    ṣ        ī    ḥ  # 
 

Now we come up with the accurate description of the phonological processes for 
imperfective conjugation of hollow Arabic verbs. First, we claim that there is glide 
deletion because glide occurs between two vowels. Second, there is a process of 
regressive assimilation. The assimilation is a process of feature spreading. This makes the 
two contiguous vowels look identical. Third, after vowels get assimilated, there is a 
process of vowel lengthening. All processes are represented in the following figure: 

 
Stem            glide deletion         vowel assimilation       vowel lengthening 
 
mawut                  ma ut                                muut                                 ya- mūt 
 
  All the above discussion was oriented to prove our assumption about the 
phonological processes that take place in imperative form in BHD. We actually need to 
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explain the formative of imperative in SA before we discuss that in BHD. Till now, we 
don’t come up with the main goal of our study which revolves around the phonological 
rules for  the imperative derivation  in BHD. 

Before we state the phonological rules for imperative derivation in BHD, we have 
to follow the correct rule order for imperative derivation in SA.  
Let’s investigate the following data: 
Stem                   imperfective F in SA                  imperative SA 
/ qawum /                       yaqūm                                 qum                                    " stand 
/ nawam /                     yanām                                  nam                                       "sleep 
/bayi؟/                         yabī؟                                       bi؟                                         "sell" 
/mawut/                    yamūt                                      mut                                          "die" 
 "iš                                           "live؟                                       īš؟ayiš/                       ya؟/
/qawul/                    yaqūl                                       qul                                           "say" 
/ṣayiḥ/                       yaṣīḥ                                       ṣiḥ                                           "cry" 
/tawub/                     yatūb                                        tub                                     "repent" 
 

It is quite noticeable facet that all imperative forms in standard Arabic have short 
vowel. If we compare the derivational template of imperfective and imperative forms in 
SA, we get the following result: 
Imperfective pattern :   CVCVC.  
Imperative form in SA:  CVC. 
We can hypothesize a vowel shortening rule to explain the imperative conjugation in 
standard Arabic. First, after the deletion of the prefix which is added to mark the person 
and the gender, we get the template    CVC. Second, the long vowel becomes short in all 
imperative form of hollow verbs in SA. 
 imperfective F in SA                    Imperative in SA            
 ya qūm                                                  qum                                       " stand" 
ya nām                                                   nam                                        "sleep" 
ya bī؟                                                       bi؟                                            "sell" 
ya mut                                                     mut                                         "die" 
ya ؟īš                                                        ؟iš                                            "live" 
ya qūl                                                      qul                                           "say" 
ya ṣīḥ                                                      ṣiḥ                                                "cry" 
ya tūb                                                    tub                                           "repent" 
 

As the above diagram shows, the imperative derivation in SA is formed by vowel 
shortening process in which the long stem vowel of the imperfective conjugation 
becomes short ones.  
Imperfective stem                                              imperative in SA 
CVC                                                        CVC 
In SA, the imperative derivation is derived by shortening the stem vowel of imperfective 
form. There is delinking for one of the association line of vowels. This produces one 
short vowel of the long ones, as it is stated by the following rule: 
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Vowel shortening. 
                       Imperfective stem                               imperative in SA 
X tier:                     X   X   X    X                                X  X  X  X   the underlying pattern           
Skeletal tier:            C   V   V   C                                C   V     C  # 
   
Segmental tier:         ṣ     ī         ḥ                                 ṣ   i      ḥ   
 

 
In BHD, the imperative derivation is formed by vowel lengthening. The short 

stem  vowel of imperative form in SA is lengthened in the imperative form in BHD. let's 
study the following diagram: 
imperative in SA                                              imperative in BHD 
CVC                                                                                CVC 
imperfective F in SA                             imperative in BHD 
qum                                                                      qūm                                     " stand" 
nam                                                                       nām                                     "sleep" 
bi؟                                                                          bī؟                                          "sell" 
mut                                                                       mūt                                         "die" 
 "īš                                           "live؟                                                                           iš؟
qul                                                                         qūl                                          "say" 
ṣiḥ                                                                          ṣīḥ                                           "cry" 
tub                                                                        tūb                                      "repent" 
 
To conclude the previous survey of  imperative derivation in BHD, we note that the short 
vowel of the imperative stem in SA for hollow verbs is lengthening in BHD. All hollow 
Arabic verbs are treated by the same manner. We can postulate the following rule for the 
derivation of imperative in BHD. 
 
Vowel lengthening for imperative derivation in BHD 
                      Imperative in SA                    imperative in BHD 
X tire:                      x   x x   x                                       x  x  x  x 
Skeletal tier:            C  V    C                                       C   V     C # 
   
Segmental tier:        ṣ    i    ḥ                                         ṣ    ī      ḥ                                              
 
 
The imperative form for all Arabic hollow verbs in BHD is derived by lengthening of 
stem vowel of their counterparts verbs in SA. This is the general applicable for this type 
of verbs.  

There is another facet noticed from the data where the segment /q/ in SA is 
changed to /g/ in BHD. In fact, most of Jordanian dialects change the /q/ sound to /g/. 
Therefore, we can write a phonological rule to account for this  for this phenomenon. 
First, let's have the following samples: 
qum                                                                      gūm                                       " stand" 
qul                                                                         gūl                                            " say"  
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As we see in the above data, the uvular sound /q/  in standard Arabic is changed 
into the velar sound /g/ in BHD. In fact, there is no conditioned environment for this 
phenomenon. The uvular sound /q/ is not used in BHD. Therefore, there is no need to 
specify a phonological rule for this change because it is unconditioned facet. In other 
words, wherever the /q/ occurs, it is changed into /g/ even it is in initial or final position, 
followed by consonant or vowel. We can hypothesize a velarization rule to account for 
this facet.  
Velarization in BHD 
                              SA                                                                 BHD 
Skeletal tier:             C                                                                    C 
   
Segmental tier:        q                                                                      g    
                                        Uvular                                                        velar                             
 
 
The above rule shows that the uvular sound /q/ in standard Arabic becomes /g/ in BHD in 
everywhere. To sum up, the imperative derivation in BHD for hollow verbs is derived by 
lengthening the stem vowel of their counterpart verbs in SA. There is also a sound 
change where  the uvular /q/ is changed to /g/ by velarization rule in all its distribution.   
 
5. Conclusion 
The study investigates the tri-consonantal hollow imperative verbs in BHD. It adopts the 
non-linear auto-segmental representation to figure out the phonological processes applied 
in deriving the imperative form of the tri-consonantal hollow verbs. The results reveal 
that the imperative form is derived from the imperfective form in standard Arabic via 
several rules like glide deletion, vowel assimilation, and vowel shortening. Moreover, 
imperative form of tri-consonantal hollow verbs is derived by lengthening the stem vowel 
of their counterpart verbs in SA. Finally, velarization is applied to change the uvular /q/ 
in standard Arabic to /g/ in BHD in all its distribution.   
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